Elevate your mood with these
jewelry trends
This year, life has thrown a wrench in our paths, and most of
us have had our share of fears and anxieties nibbling away at
our days. We try to stay positive, but this can prove
challenging. How can we feel better and happier? Look no
further than your fingers, neck, and ears — and encourage your
customers to do the same.
We can delight in mood-lifting jewelry. Color holds a powerful
sway over our emotions, so choose colorful gemstones that calm
or energize us, as the case may be. Then we look for a deeply
felt symbol that reflects our source of strength. As our eyes
return to these pieces during the day, we’ll remember that we
can find joy in unexpected situations and that we can tap vast
stores of strength.

Joyful Colors
Colorful gemstones may not be magic, but they have a magical
effect on us. We love the sunny warmth of Citrine, Turquoise’s
calm tranquility, and Amethyst’s alluring hues. Pair them with
lusciously designed jewelry in 14K white, yellow and rose, and
you’ll feel your happiness barometer rise with your smiles.

72114*

87159*

87094*

71974*

86950*

Symbolic Touchstones
When we lose sight of the forest for the trees, spiritual and
symbolic jewelry brings life back into perspective, boosting
our patience and awareness. Whether it’s an Eastern belief, a
celestial reminder, a treasured emotion, or symbol of
protection, each can re-orient how we see our day, and remind
us to reach out to others.

Eastern Belief

52250*

87257*

Celestial Influence

86843*

Treasured Emotion

87331*

653604

86968*

Symbol of Protection

652738

87229*

These options are just the tip of the iceberg of what you can
offer. Click here to check out more of our mood-elevating
jewelry selection.
*dictates items available in platinum

Which of these pieces of jewelry brighten your day?
know in the comments below!

Let us

